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not been adduced in favour of common authorship for the
appendix to Mark and the Dialogue of Jason and Papiscus
is that Celsus in 160 and Jerome in 375 both employ the
two, Jerome in particular evincing, as Zahn justly argues,
acquaintance with a longer and more original form of the
text in Mark xvi. 14 f. than any known to us. But few
who have studied the problem of the Dialogue will be
disposed to look in it for the source of the appendix. What
we have now presented should suffice to prove that even if
Ariston of Pella were proved to be its author the reasons
are but slight for regarding Ariston of Pella or Papias'
Ariston, or any other of the name, as author of Mark xvi.
9-20.
BENJ.

W.
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THE PROBLElYI OF THE SECOND EPISTLE OF
ST. JOHN.
THE object of this paper is to discuss the question whether
the Second Epistle of St. John was written to a literal
Mother and Children or whether it was addressed to some
Church personified as a Mother with her Children.
These two opposing theories may for convenience be
distinguished as the literal and the figurative hypotheioes.
Opinion has been much divided on this question. Thus,
without attempting to give an exhaustive list, Alford, together with the contributors in the Speaker's Commentary
and in Ellicott's Commentary, supp.ort the literal hypothesis. On the other hand Meyer and Wordsworth are in favour
of the figurative theory. The latter view was also taken by
Lightfoot and Westcott. Thus Lightfoot wrote: "I take
the view that the tcvpta addressed in the 2nd Epistle of St.
John is some Church personified, as indeed the whole
tenor of the Epistle seems to imply." (Commentary on
()olossians and Philemon, p. 303 note.)
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And again: "The Second Epistle of St. John presents a
close parallel (to 1 Peter v. 13). A salutation is sent in the
opening verse to the elect lady (eKXeKTfi 1wplq.) : at the
close is a message, 'the children of thine elect sister.
(T?j') aoeX<f>f'i'> <TOU T?j') fKA€KT?j'>) salute thee.' The intermediate language shows that we have here the personification
of the Communities, etc. (Clement of Rome, vol. ii. p. 491).''
Westcott, while holding that "the problem of the address
is insoluble with our present knowledge," thought that
"the general tenor of the letter favours the opinion that it
was sent to a community and not to one believer."
(See his Commentary on the Epistles of St. John, p. 224.)

The word Kvpl<f-, 2 John 1.
It is undeniable that the most obscure word in the
Epistle has hitherto been the word Kvp{<f- in 2 John 1.
Since the commentary of Westcott appeared light has been
thrown upon the usage of this word from an unexpected
quarter. In an article which appeared in the EXPOSITOR
for March, 1901, Professor Rendel Harris showed that the
Oxyryncbus Papyri furnish examples of an idiomatic use
of Kvpio., in letters. Thus he quotes Papyrus No. cxii.,
which runs as follows :-xalpot'>, Kvpta µov $ep7Jvla, 7rapa
IIav 7T'Otryuov, Kvpta, e~et..8e'iv TV K1 TOt')
IleTOuelpw'>.
I
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Kvpia. eppwu at ue
euxoµai 7T'OAA0t') XPOV0£'). In this letter what is important
to observe is not only that Kvpla is used by itself, but that it
is joined with the proper name $ep'T}vta.
Two more instances of a similar use of Kt'1pto'> occur

e-,.

~

~

in Papyrus No. cxxiii. The opening words of the letter
are Kvp{rp µov vlrp LJ wvvuo8ewv£ 0 7T'aThp xalpetv.
And
the letter ends ifppwt;r8al <1'€ euxoµai 7T'OAA0t') XPOVO£')
Kvpie vie. Here Kvpto'> is joined with uiO., precisely as Kvpla
with $ep7Jvta in the first instance.
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The evidence for the idiomatic use of 1c6ptoc:; in letters is
not however limited to the Oxyrynchus Papyri. There is
an idiomatic use in letters by Christian writers of the
3rd century A.D.
Alexander, Bishop of Jerusalem, towards the close of a
letter to the Church of Antioch, writes as follows:mvTn Oe vµ'iv, tcvpio[ µou aoeA,ef>o£, Ta rypaµµaTa O/Tl'f<TTEtAa
oia KA,~µevToc:; Toil µatcaptov 7rpeu/3vTepov. (Routh, Rel. Sacr.

ii. p. 165.)
So Africanus, Bishop of Emmaus, begins a letter to
Origen with the words :-xa'ipE, tcvpt€, µov tcat vlE tca~ 71'avTa
TlµtwraTe [},p{ryevec:;, 7rapa 'Aef>pttcavov (Rel. Sac. p. 225).
No comment is needed on the use of tcvptot in the first of
these two instances. With regard to the second example
it may be noticed that the tcvpte, though separated from
np{ryevec:; by the insertion of vU and TtµtWTaTE, may quite
well belong to it.
Thus it may be regarded as established that tcvptoc:; could
in letters be used idiomatically, joined with some such
word as " son " or " brother " or with a proper name. It
is at least possible therefore that we have in 2 John an
instance of a similar use.
It may be remarked in passing that if this view be
taken it must not be regarded as proved that the Epistle
was "a real letter written to a real woman." 1 It is quite
conceivable that the writer used the idiom even on the
hypothesis that the Epistle was sent to a Church. If a
writer chose to think of a Church under the figure of a
Mother with her Children, there is no reason why he
should not use the terminology appropriate to a literal
mother.
An objection, however, to taking tcvplq, in 2 John as an
instance of the idiomatic Epistolary use, arises from the
position of tcvptq,, which ought, in order to make the
1

Prof . .Rendel Harris..in ExPOSITOR article.
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parallel with the instances quoted above complete, to
precede and not to follow €1CXE1CTfj. This constitutes a
rather serious difficulty, as such an Epistolary formula as
that with which we are concerned would tend to become
stereotyped.
On the whole, therefore, it seems better to regard "vp[q,
in 2 John as a title of honour and respect added in apposition to €1CXE1CTfj. That a woman is being addressed is
shown by the gender of €1CXE1CTfj, which can by itself
signify "To an elect woman," while "vp[q, indicates that
the person addressed is regarded with respect.
The use of 1Cvpw<; and 1Cvpla as titles of respect may be
illustrated both from non-Christian and from Christian
sources. Reference to the Corpus Inscr. Graecarum shows
that o 1Cvpw<; was one of the titles applied to certain of the
gods, and that in like manner ~ 1Cvp[a was one of the titles
applied along with other titles to certain goddesses. 1 There
is, further, an instance in a Macedonian epitaph (quoted in
Lightfoot's Philippians, p. 55, note), which runs :-EvTVXTJ<;
~Tparnv[IC'{J Tfj rrvµ,f3[rp /Cat !CVplq, µveia<; xapiv. This inscription is quoted by Lightfoot as an evidence of the " deferential language used by the husband speaking of the wife,"
and is by him connected with the prominence of women in
Macedonia, which on other grounds seems probable.
For a similar use of "vpw<; in Christian writings, we may
refer again to the letters of Alexander and Africanus.
Thus Africanus, towards the close of the letter already
quoted, writes, Tau<; "vplov<; µov 'TT'avTa<; 7rpoua1opeve (Rel.
Baer. p. 228).
And Alexander, in a letter to Origen, of which a fragment
remains, uses the word several times in speaking of those
WhO had in former days befriended him: 7TaTepa<; "fap rrrµev

' µa1Capwvc;
'
'
TOV<;
Tov<;

~ .,
7rpoooeiJrravTa<;,

'
7rpo<;

~
ov<;

'
µeT0Xi1ov

1
To ten gods (once to Kronos, 10 times to Hermes, etc.). To five
goddesses (3 times to Artemis, 32 times to Isis, etc.). (C.I.G. index iii.)
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E<roµEBa. IIavTatvov TOV µaKaptov W<; aA.'1'}8W<; /Cat !CVptov' Ka~
' ,,tEpov K""''l'JµEVTa,
I
I
'
'
, ,I.. "\ I
TOV
!CVptov
µov ryEvoµEVOY
/Cat' (J)'t'fMJ<ravTa
µe

"at ef T£r;

€Tepor; TotoVTol). He also applies it to Origen himself, for the quotation ends : oi' &v <re f.ryvwpurn Tov 1CaTC.t
'1l'aYTa &pt<rTOV /Cat !CVptoY µov /Cat aoe"A.cpov (Rel. Baer. pp.
166, 167).
Of the instances quoted that which gives the closest
parallel is the Macedonian inscription, in which <rvµfl{rp
answers to €1CA-e1eTfi and Kvptq, to Kvp£q,, the distinctive title
in each preceding the more general title.

The Personification of a Community-The Old
Testament.
It is sometimes urged as an argument in favour of a
literal hypothesis that it has the advantage of simplicity,
whereas the figurative hypothesis is unnatural and fanciful.
To this it must be answered that on the assumption that
the writer was a Jew the personification of a Christian
Community as a woman would present no difficulty. Even
a slight acquaintance with the Prophetic writings of the
Old Testament would render him familiar with this idea.
For in fact the personification of a Community is one
of the most frequently recurring phenomena of Hebrew
prophetic writing from the time of Amos on wards. 1
We may distinguish two groups of passages :(1) In the first group the citizens are regarded collectively
as the daughter of the City. Thus· in ·Zephaniah iii. 14,
" Sing, 0 daughter of Zion: shout, 0 Israel : be glad and
rejoice with all thy heart, 0 daughter of Jerusalem."
Zechariah ii. 7: "Deliver thyself, 0 Zion that dwellest
with the daughter of Babylon"; and in verse 10, " Sing and
rejoice, 0 daughter of Zion." Again in ix. 9, "Rejoice
greGttly, 0 daughter of Zion, shout, 0 daughter of Jerusalem."
1 See Kirkpatrick's Amos (Oamb. Bible, p. 176)-Driver's Isaiah, His
Life and Times, p. 183.
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Micah iv. 8: "And thou, 0 tower of the flock, the
stronghold of the daughter of Zion. . . . the kingdom
shall come to the daughter of Jerusalem.'' Amos v. 2:
" The virgin of Israel is fallen; she shall no more rise.''
Jeremiah xiv. 17: ''The virgin daughter of my people is
broken" ; xlvi. 11, "Go up into Gilead and take balm,
0 virgin, the daughter of Egypt " ; li. 33,
" The
daughter of Babylon is like a threshingfloor." LamenA
tations iv. 21 : " Rejoice and be glad, 0 daughter of Edom
(cf. verse 22). Isaiah xxxvii. 22: " The virgin, the daughter
of Zion, bath despised thee . . . the daughter of Zion
bath shaken her head at thee "; xlvii. 1, " Come down,
0 virgin daughter of Babylon .
there is no throne, 0
daughter of the Chaldaeans." Cf. also Lamentations i.
and ii. etc., etc.
We may add two passages from the Psalms, viz., ix. 14,
" The daughter of Zion," and xlv. 12, "The daughter of
Tyre."
(2) In the second group the city is personified as a
mother with her children. See for instances the following passages :-Isaiah xlix. 21 : " Who bath begotten. me
these, seeing I have lost my children? " Ii. 18, "There
is none to guide her among all the sons whom she bath
brought forth " ; liv. throughout especially verses 1, 6, 11,
13; Ix. 1-5 (" Thy sons shall come from far and thy
da.ughters shall be nursed at thy side," verse 4). xlvii.
8, 9-of Babylon-'' Therefore hear now this, thou . . .
that sayest in thine heart, I shall not sit as a widow, neither
shall I know the loss of children. But these two things
shall come to thee in a moment, the loss of children and
widowhood."
To these passages may be added the following from
Psalm cxxxvii. 8, 9 : " 0 daughter of Babylon . . .
happy shall he be that . .
taketh and dasheth thy little
ones against the stones."
VOL. XII.

27
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From such passages as these it is clear that the personification of a community was " habitual with the prophets,"
and there is no reason to suppose that the writer of 2 John
was oblivious of this.
The appearance of the figure in Baruch and 2 Esdras
has an even more direct bearing on the question of what
would have been ' natural.' In both these books Jerusalem
is personified as a mother with her children ; thus in
2 Esdras ii. 2, " the mother that bear them saith unto
them, Go your way, ye children, for I am a widow and
forsaken "; verse 15, " Mother, embrace thy children
and bring them up with gladness . . . for I have chosen
thee, saith the Lord." Compare Baruch iv. v., where the
personification, as in 2 Esdras ii., is maintained throughout.
The adoption of tbe figure by these later writers would
tend to familiarize the later Jews with the idea of the city
being regarded as a person.

Internal Evidence of 2 John points to a Community
being addressed.
Turning to the Second Epistle of St. John we observe
tbat it exhibits certain phenomena which can only be
explained on the supposition that a community is being
addressed. (1) We observe that in the main part of the
epistle, i.e., from verses 5 to 12, the writer uses the plural.
Thus in verse 5 vvv €pwrw ue, 1wp£a, ovx we; €vro"-hv rypacf>wv
<TO£ Katvhv, aA,A,d, ~v erxoµev a71'' apxfic;, tva ilrya7rwp.ev
a"-"-ri"-ouc;. Here the force of arya71'wµev is made evident from
the words which follow :-Kai, ailrri ECTT£V ~ arya'TT'rJ, lva
71'€pt7raTwµev Kara Tll'> €vro/\,ac; aurov. ailrri ~ €vroA,rj E<TT£,
Ka8wc; ~KOV<TaTe a71'' apxfic;, t'va EV avrfi 7r€pt7rarf]re.
The
use of the second person pi ural (~Kovuare, 7iepi7rarf]re)
shows that in writing a1a-rrwµev the writer is urging not

that there should be mutual love between himself and her
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whom he addresses, but that there should be mutual love on
the part of his readers among themselves; i.e., he is identifying himself with his readers. We have a parallel in the First
Epistle: aih1] E<TT£V r, G/'f"fE"A.ta ~v ·~ICOU<Tare a7T' apxi]S', tva
a1a7Twµev a"A.A.~A.ovs- (1 John iii. 11). So too in 1 John iii.
14, the writer uses the first person, though in verse 13 he
had used the second person. The use of the plural in
2 John must therefore be regarded as beginning with the
word a1a7rwµev in verse 5. From this point it is used
consistently down to the end of verse 12, i.e., to the end of
the main part of the Epistle. (See, e.g., in verse 8, /3A.e7rere.
a7rOAe<T'T}T€, a7rOA.a/37JT€; also uµus-, A,aµ/3av€T€ and Af"/€T€ in
verse 10, uµ'iv and uµwv in verse 12).
When, however, we come in verse 13 to the closing
salutation we find that there is a sudden change to the
singular (c.iu7rasera£ ue . . . . ). (2) Further, it is noticeable
that in verse 13 no salutation is sent from the elect sister
herself, but only from her children.
Now these phenomena require explanation. On the
literal hypothesis this explanation is very hard to give.
On the figurative hypothesis all difficulty disappears. · In
the main part of the Epistle the figure is dropped, the
members of the Church being addressed directly. ·The
form which is given to the closing words is due to
literary considerations and the figurative mode of expression is resumed. When the writer sends the greeting
" the children of the elect sister salute thee," he is not
excluding either the children from receiving the salutation
in the one case nor the mother from sending it in the
other. The variety of expression is simply a matter of
literary style. We may refer in illustration to Baruch iv.
32, oel"A.a£a r, oegaµev1} TOVS' vfo6s- uov, where Babylon is
figured as a woman who receives the children of another
woman (i.e. Jerusalem). The following words, also from
Baruch iv., show clearly that a community could be ad-
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dressed alternately as a mother or as children :-reKva
µ,a1Cp0Bvµ~uare rT,v 7Tapa TOV Beov hreA.BoiJuav vµfr op'Yiiv,
~
I!
1CaT€OLWt;;€
<1'€ 0 ex po~, 1Ca£ Oy€£ aVTOU T1)V ll7TWl\.€UtV
;axei, Kai. €7Tl. rpax~Xov~ avrwv E7T£(3~av (Baruch iv. 25).
f
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Finally it may be regarded as agreeing well with the
figurative hypothesis that in verse 4 of 2 J obn we have
the writer saying, €xap11v X[av oT£ eiJp11Ka EK rwv reKvwv uov
7T€p£7TaTOVVTa~ ev aX'f}Betq,. It may be justly inferred from
the phrase eK rwv reKvwv that the number of the children
was considerable. Now it is of course quite conceivable
that there should have been a large family of sons and
daughters some of whom had proved faithful while others
bad apostatized. On the other hand, the form of expression
does undoubtedly accord well with the idea of a Community
figured as a family.
The internal evidence of the Epistle thus supports the
hypothesis that St. John is here personifying communities.
EICA.€1CTfj and e1CA.€1CTij~.

The use of the term hXeKTfj in verse 1 (cf. too eKXeKTij~
in verse 13) must next be investigated.
As used in the Old Testament Israel is specially thought
of as a chosen nation. Thus in Jeremiah xxxiii. 24, "The
two families whom the Lord bath chosen." So Ezekiel
writes (xx. 5) :-Thus saith the Lord God, " In the day
that I chose Israel . . . "
In Deutero-Isaiah we meet with the idea frequently.
See e.g. xli. 8: "But thou Israel, my servant Jacob,
whom I have chosen." Isaiah xliii. 20: " . . . to give
drink to my people, my chosen." The reason for the
recurrence of this idea in this prophet is that he wished by
insisting on the fact that Israel was a chosen people to
bring fresh hope and courage to the desponding nation.
" It is," writes Prof. A. B. Davidson, " part of the comfort
which he is charged to address to the people. Israel ...
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was dispersed among all peoples, itself no more a people,
etc." (Theology of the Old Testament, p. 171).
In the New Testament the term "Elect" is applied to
Christians. Thus St. Paul writing to the Colossians says,
EVOUCTauBe OVY ro~ EICA€1CTOt TOV 8eofi, <i.rytot tcat TJ'Ya7T7]µ,Evot
<T7TA.aryxvci oltenpµ,ofi (Col. iii. 12). The putting on of a heart

of compassion, etc., is urged upon the Colossians on the
ground that they are the elect of God, consecrated to Him
and the objects of His love. Here the fact that the
Colossians are " chosen " is made the ground of an appeal
to cultivate the graces of the Christian character.
All three terms €tcXetc-ro't, &rywi and ~rya-rrrJµ,evoi have been
transferred from the Old Covenant to the New. 1
The epithet " Elect " is also used by St. Peter in
chap. i. 1, being applied to the Christians of the five provinces to whom he writes. Here the motive appears to be
the same as that which actuated the writer of DeuteroIsaiah. Those addressed were, as the words 7Tape7TtO~µ,oi~
oiau7Topa~ show, regarded as scattered among the nations.
When St. Peter addresses them as " elect " he puts before
them the same comfort as that with which the prophet of
the old covenant sought to cheer the literal Israel.
In 1 Peter v. 13 we meet with the word uvvetcAEICTTJ.
The fact that this word occurs in the closing salutation,
and that €tcXetc-ro'i8 has been used in the opening salutation,
suggests that the two words are to be connected, and we
conclude that in <TvvetcXete-r~ as well as in €tcXetc-ro'i~ there is a
conscious reference to the terminology of the Old Covenant.
There is thus a strong probability that in the €tcXetc-rfi
and €tcA,enf]~ of 2 John we have examples of terminology
transferred and adapted from the Old Testament. And if
this be so, we have additional support for the view that the
writer was adapting the Old Testament figure of a mother
and her children to describe a Christian Community.
1

Lightfoot, Commentary on Ooloasiam, p. 219.
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The Meaning of

~ ev Baf3v'A.om <J'VVEIC'A.€1CT~.

The importance of the expression in 1 Peter v. 13, as
bearing upon the present discussion, is obvious. Not only
does it, as in 2 John, form part of a salutation; but it
contains the very epithet (" elect ") which is in question.
If, therefore, we can throw any light on the meaning of the
words in 1 Peter, it will be of material service to us in the
solution of our problem.
Two preliminary points are important to note. First, it
is clear that in a letter intended for circulation over a wide
area particular care would be felt to be necessary in
drawing up the opening address and the closing salutation. 1
Secondly, internal evidence justifies the conclusion that
St. Peter in writing this Epistle had specially in mind the
writings of the prophets. There are quotations from eight
chapters of Isaiah-also quotations from Hosea, Jeremiah
and Daniel.2
If with these considerations before us we recall what has
already been shown, viz., that the Epistle is addressed to
men who are styled "elect," "sojourners" and "of dispersion," and that the uvv of uvveK'A.EKT~ must be taken as
referring to eK'A.e1CTo'ir;;, we may not unreasonably surmise
that in sending a greeting from " her who is in Babylon,
elect together with them," St. Peter is consciously
adopting the prophetic figure of speech according to
which Israel is regarded as a woman taken into captivity
into Babylon. Micah iv. 10 may be specially compared,
where the prophet writes, " Be in pain . . . 0 daughter
of Sion, like a woman in travail, for now shalt thou go
forth out of the city, and thou shalt dwell in the field, and
thou shalt go even to Babylon." Cf. also Isaiah Iii. 2:
1 Cf. Deissman on the literary character of the Epistle considered as a
consequence of a wide circulation (Bible Studies, p. 51).
2 Cf. Westcott and Hort, Greek Test. (small ed. p. 607).
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"Loose thyself, 0 captive daughter of Zion." Cf. also
Baruch iv. 32.
The adoption of the prophetic figure of a captive woman
could not fail to be understood when read in connection
with the oia0"7ropai; of i. 1. And if, as is probable on other
grounds, St. Peter was writing from the capital of the
empire, there would be a peculiar fitness in the reference
to Babylon. At the same time the reference to Babylon
would equally well suit any important city, and cannot be
regarded as deciding the question that the Epistle was sent
from Rome. Presumably the readers of the Epistle would
know where St. Peter was at the time of writing, and
would not require to be told. The expression is rather
literary than literal. The objection that the personification
of a Community would require the possession of a more
vivid imagination than St. Peter had proceeds on a false
assumption. The use of such a figure would on this
hypothesis be the result not so much of the imagination
as of familiarity with the prophetic modes of speech.
If then our interpretation of 1 Peter. v. 13 be correct,
the case for the figurative explanation of EKA€KTfj Kuptq. in
2 John acquires additional strength. For it would then be
possible to say that in personifying a Church, St. John was
not striking out (so to say) an entirely new line, but was
rather accommodating himself to a way of regarding a
community which was peculiarly Jewish.

Summary.
To sum up the foregoing considerations (1) we started
with the purely linguistic question of the meaning of
Kup[q,, and found that there were grounds for regarding it
as a title of respect placed in apposition to EKA€KTfj.
(2) We considered the objection that the figurative
hypothesis is unnatural, and showed that when confronted
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with the usage of the Prophets of the Old Testament this
objection could not stand.
(3) We proceeded to a minute examination of the
Epistle which we found to exhibit certain phenomena
which were most simply explained by the assumption that
the writer was dealing with communities.
(4) The associations of the term" elect" were discussed,
and it was seen that these were those of the Old Testament
-a fact which seemed to justify the inference drawn from
the similarities between 2 John and the Old Testament
Prophets.
Finally (5) the meaning of the ~ €v Ba/3vft.wvi <TvveKft.EKTry
of 1 Peter v. 13 was subjected to an independent investigation with the result that we were led to the position that
St. Peter is here personifying a community. It was
accordingly submitted that we have a valuable corroboration of the figurative interpretation of the €KA.el€Try of
2 John 1.
Conclusion.
From these considerations we arrive at the conclusion
that on the whole the evidence is in favour of our regarding
the Second Epistle of St. John as addressed not to an
individual Christian matron, but to a Christian Church,
personified-after the prophetic manner-as a Mother with
her Children.
H.J. GIBBINS.
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XIII.

THE CAUSES OF OFFENCE.

(1) THE saying of the Fourth Evangelist, " He came
unto His own home, and His own people received Him not"
(John i. 11) expresses the tragedy and the mystery of the
Advent of the Son of God:among the chosen people of God.
Although " God sent forth His Son when the fulness of

